Meniscal allograft transplant in a 16-year-old male soccer player: A case report
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Meniscal allograft transplantation (MAT) is a relatively new procedure that has gained popularity in the last couple of decades as a possible alternative to a meniscectomy to provide significant pain relief, improve function, and prevent the early onset of degenerative joint disease (DJD). As of present, evidence is limited and conflicting on the success of such procedures. In this case, a 16-year-old male athlete underwent numerous surgical procedures to correct a left anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture with associated medial and lateral meniscal damage that occurred as a result of a non-contact mechanism of injury. Following multiple procedures, including repair of both menisci and follow-up partial meniscectomy of the lateral meniscus, the patient continued to experience symptoms on the left lateral knee, making him a candidate for MAT. This case is used to highlight what a MAT is, what makes someone a candidate for this type of procedure, the current evidence surrounding the success of this intervention, and some rehabilitation considerations following surgery. The role of chiropractors and primary
Introduction
Increased athletic participation among youth and adolescents has been on the rise. This has led to an increase in sports related injuries. Trauma and sports related injuries are common and have been cited to account for upwards of 40% of all injuries experienced by youth. The knee is one of the most commonly injured joints accounting for 15.2% of all injuries among high school athletes. Trauma to the meniscus accounts for up to 23% of all reported knee injuries. These numbers are highly dependent on age, as it has been demonstrated that the incidence of meniscal and intra-articular disorders increase with age, likely being related to morphological changes in tissue elasticity. Meniscal injuries are common among athletes from amateurs to professionals, typically resulting from a non-contact mechanism of injury when sudden rotational forces coupled with acceleration and deceleration impinge meniscal fibers between the tibia and femur resulting in tearing. However, due to the complexity of forces associated with meniscal tears, concomitant anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture or damage is possible, dramatically changing the overall presentation and prognosis of the clinical case. Surgical studies have indicated that concomitant meniscal injuries occur in 69-78% of all ACL cases.

Degenerative changes associated with meniscal pathology are well documented in the literature and are of particular concern for adolescents where developing early onset osteoarthritis (OA) can lead to premature joint replacement. This apparent correlation has generated a significant amount of attention in the importance of meniscal preservation to prevent degeneration. Over the years, various techniques have been implemented to offset these degenerative changes associated with meniscal lesions and traditionally involve one of the three common interventions: (1) conservative management (leave-alone), (2) excision (partial or complete menisectomy), or (3) repair. However, in the past decade with advancements in technology and surgical procedures meniscal allograft transplantation has become a viable alternative to prevent the long-term sequelae in lesions that are not amendable through repair or partial-excision and would traditionally result in complete-excision.

This case report focuses on concomitant ACL and meniscal injuries in adolescents and highlights the importance of early recognition and intervention to prevent premature degenerative changes. This report also outlines that in the presence of unsuccessful primary management, meniscal allografts could provide significant pain relief and functional improvement.

Case
A 16-year-old male presented to a sports chiropractic clinic with severe left knee pain that occurred during warm-up before a soccer match. He reported that it occurred as he was running across the pitch and as he went to change directions (plant and pivot) his left foot was placed in a divot causing him to collapse. He described that following the incident swelling occurred immediately. During initial presentation he had difficulty localizing pain and bearing weight, as well as, significant global knee range of motion deficits. Orthopedic examination was unable to be completed due to rigidity and swelling. Follow-up MRI revealed a full thickness ACL rupture with associated medial and lateral complex bucket handle tears of the left menisci.

Upon diagnosis, the patient underwent ACL reconstruction (June 2003), where a procedure producing an autograft using the semitendinosus tendon was implemented. At the time of the surgery the patient was informed that the tears in the menisci were not addressed...
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and would be corrected at a later date. Following surgical intervention, the patient was treated in accordance with ACL rehabilitation and a sports-specific return to play protocol. Successful intervention had the patient developing full ROM and good joint proprioception. However, in lieu of this progression the patient still experienced recurrent/persistent pain with a sensation of instability (i.e., “giving way”). Additionally, the patient continued to report left knee joint line tenderness (medial and lateral) and swelling, leading to the second surgical intervention to repair both menisci six months (December 2003) following the initial surgery. Again, rehabilitation was provided by a sports chiropractor to facilitate return to play, but was impeded by continued symptoms (i.e., joint line tenderness and swelling) of the lateral knee, resulting in a third surgical procedure to perform a partial lateral meniscectomy four months later (April 2004). The patient was able to return to play by September, but despite a return to full strength, good agility, and adequate proprioception the patient complained that the knee never quite felt “right” and sought the opinion of a second orthopedic surgeon in hope of an improved outcome. As a result, the patient received a lateral meniscal allograft in January of 2005 and returned to competition in July.

As a result of the final procedure, upon return to competition the patient only required periodic treatment over the next three years. Following the final procedure there was a significant reduction in pain and feeling of instability, resulting in improved patient satisfaction. Currently, the patient is 26-years old and continues to have the ability to participate in all of the sports he desires, but has started to demonstrate clinical signs and symptoms of early degenerative joint disease (DJD). These symptoms include increased joint stiffness and audible crepitus, as well as, decreased flexibility at the knee.

Discussion

The menisci are a complex dynamic type-1 collagenous structure situated between the femoral condyles and the tibial plateau. It has been well documented that the menisci serves to stabilize the tibiofemoral joint particularly in ACL deficient knees, dissipate loading, increase joint congruency all while aiding in the lubrication of the articular structure.

The medial meniscus is significantly less mobile than the lateral meniscus as a result of it being firmly attached to the medial joint capsule through both the meniscotibial and coronary ligaments. This consequently limits posterior translation of the medial meniscus to about 2.5mm during knee flexion. In comparison, the lateral meniscus covers approximately 70% of the lateral tibial plateau, where the anterior horn attaches anterior to intercondylar eminence of the tibia, just lateral and posterior to the ACL. Attaching in the general proximity is the posterior horn, which in 84% of people will divide into either anterior or posterior meniscofemoral ligaments (Humphrey or Wrisburg). The lateral meniscus has no connection to the popliteal hiatus or the lateral collateral ligament, which explains the increased excursion (up to 11mm) with knee flexion.

The menisci are mostly avascular, suggesting limited capability to undergo natural healing. The meniscus can be divided into three zones transitioning from an avascular region of the central meniscus to an area of increased vascularity on the periphery. The central portion is termed the white-white zone, indicating an area void of blood, relying on diffusion from synovial fluid to provide nourishment. Progressing laterally a region known as the “red-white” zone, which can be viewed as an area of high variability in blood supply to the meniscus. By the age of ten the meniscus beings to take on the adult morphology, vascularity will begin to recede confining blood supply to the peripheral one-third or “red-red zone” of the meniscus (Figure 1). Specifically, it has been observed that vascular...
larity in an adult meniscus can range from the peripheral 10-30% of the medial meniscus to 10-25% in the lateral meniscus. Blood supply for the meniscus arises from a plexus of capillaries that comprise both superior and inferior branches of the lateral and medial genicular arteries. The understanding of meniscal blood supply continues to be important, because an area high in vascularity has an increased potential to form a fibrovascular scar, crucial in the initiation of the reparative process. This has lead some to believe that younger individuals who sustain meniscal damage in the red zone have an increase propensity for healing.

Surgical Management
Traditionally, surgical interventions of the meniscus involve excision of the damaged tissue (partial or complete meniscectomy) or attempted repair. The capacity of the meniscus to undergo healing is limited in the central portion (the red-white zone) and greatest in the menisco-synovial portion (red zone). It has been suggested that adolescents with tears confined to vascular zones (red/red and red/white) should undergo surgical repair to approximate damaged tissue and facilitate healing, through the formation of a fibrovascular scar. However, in the circumstances that a tear is recognized in the avascular region (white/white zone), typically partial excision is recommended. It has now been recognized that such procedures can alter joint mechanics, increasing loading characteristics at the knee predisposing individuals to early DJD.

In a study by Baratz et al. it was described that following partial-meniscectomies that the contact area would be reduced by 10% thus increasing point pressure by up to 65%, resulting in an increased rate of degenerative changes. Full-meniscectomies on the other hand would consequently reduce the contact surface by 75% increasing the associated joint contact pressure by 235%, resulting in the rapid onset of degeneration. Due to this, full-meniscectomies are now rarely performed and reserved for special circumstances, while not being recommended in youth.

In light of the negative side effects associated with meniscectomies, attention has been directed at preserving functional meniscal tissue through repair to prevent continued catching, clicking, locking, instability (“giving way”), and to offset degenerative changes. Meniscal repair is the primary intervention prescribed in youth to facilitate healing and return to play in athletes, but may not be satisfactory in all circumstances.

Current evidence suggests that early surgical management of meniscal tears is important in the long-term prognosis and the prevention of early onset OA in the knee. Venkatachalem et al. demonstrated a 91% success rate with meniscal lesions repaired within three months of the initial injury, compared to only 58% in those after this period. Additionally, other contributing factors to successful surgical repair include tear location, orientation, patient age, and concomitant ACL reconstruction. Tear location speaks to vascular supply previously discussed with tears in the red zone likely to respond to surgical repair compared to those in the white zone. Westin et al. performed a systematic review of the clinical healing rates of meniscus repairs in the red-white zone suggesting that repair is an acceptable intervention when appropriately indicated and should be considered before a meniscectomy is performed. It has also been suggested that future studies assessing healing rates in the red-white zone adequately report findings based on zone and type. Additionally, it has been advised that authors separate findings from tears located in the red zone from the red-white zone because of the vastly different vascular characteristics of these areas. Additionally, it has been suggested that tear orientation and type can affect healing following meniscal repairs. Vertical circumferential tears are likely to respond positively to surgical intervention, as these do not cause tearing of the circumferential collagen fibers, reducing the forces experienced by the lesion. Comparatively, radial and complex multiplanar tears can cause significant disruption of collagenous fibers leading to a decreased propensity for tissue healing.

In our case the MRI confirmed presentation of a full thickness ACL tear and associated medial and lateral complex bucket handle tears of the left menisci, which demonstrates the complexity of the lesion sustained by this athlete. Based on the available literature this could have warranted immediate surgical correction in hopes of protecting both the remaining meniscal tissue and the underlying articular structures.

When discussing meniscal injuries it is important to address associated ACL sequelae as concomitant injuries have been demonstrated to be associated with an increased risk of developing OA. In chronic ACL-deficient knees, increased instability leading to excess anterior
translation and medial rotation of the tibia can predispose an individual to degenerative medial meniscal tears and early DJD.24 Typically, it has been suggested that knee injuries resulting in concomitant ACL and meniscal lesions be repaired together producing significantly better outcomes.22 It has been theorized that increased success is a result of increased intra-articular bleeding that supports fibrin clot formation and may provide the necessary vascular nutrition required to promote meniscal healing if repaired at the same time.10

When looking back at the case, it can be observed that these principals were not applied as ACL reconstruction was performed in isolation of meniscal repair. This is the result of determining during surgery that the meniscal lesions were in an area of high vascular supply and likely to respond to non-surgical repair. However, continued symptoms associated with both medial and lateral meniscal tears remained evident forcing multiple surgeries in attempt to repair and remove damaged tissue. This lead to many of the principals associated with successful meniscal repair not being addressed including: (1) not providing early surgical intervention on the meniscus to prevent degenerative changes (< 3-months), (2) progressive degeneration of the meniscus due to laxity associated with ACL reconstruction likely affected the type and location of the tear, resulting in a worse prognosis for this patient, leading to a drastic and relatively new procedure.

Meniscal Allograft Transplant (MAT)
After numerous failed surgical interventions the patient in this case report underwent a relatively new procedure involving a meniscal transplant from a cadaveric specimen (allograft). Meniscal transplants are highly involved surgical procedures requiring successful anchoring of meniscal tissue to the tibial plateau. Currently, there is a very limited number of orthopedic surgeons worldwide with a significant amount of experience in performing meniscal transplants. However, increased popularity as a result of a growing body of evidence demonstrating significant pain relief and functional outcomes has resulted in more procedures annually.11

In regards to meniscal allografts there are four primary procedures that are used including cryopreserved, fresh-frozen, fresh, and freeze-dried.11,25 Each procedure comes with definitive pros and cons, which are unique to the histochemical and preservation method of the graft and is likely a concern for the operating surgeon.11 Recently, most procedures are performed using a fresh-frozen graft as they have become synonymous with elevated success rates, decreased risk of disease transmission, and maintenance of structural integrity preventing further degenerative changes to the knee.26

The indications for meniscal allograft transplantation (MAT) still remain vague and controversial, but recommendations have been established to suggest when this intervention is likely to have beneficial results.11,26 First, it has been suggested that the ideal candidate is between the ages of 20-50 with a previous history of meniscectomy. Appropriate considerations should be taken to ensure skeletal maturity of the patient, as MAT procedures are not likely to be performed on subjects prior to closure of the epiphyseal plates.11,26 Additionally, the patient should present with a stable knee joint, have minimal degenerative changes, no lower-limb radiographic misalignment, and no localized pain or swelling over the meniscus-deficient compartment.11,26 Next, ACL-deficient patients who have previously had a medial meniscectomy are likely to yield positive results and improve joint stability if ACL reconstruction is performed in conjunction with MAT.11,26 Finally, though not routinely performed, prophylactic MAT could be performed in young, athletic patients who have previously received a complete meniscectomy to prevent future DJD. This is not routinely performed because current evidence has not demonstrated significant evidence in the prevention of long-term joint arthrosis and is not void of surgical complications. However, some supporters have suggested that early intervention may significantly improve the surgical outcomes associated with MAT, likely making this conversation to be had between the patient and surgeon.11,26 These recommendations have been suggested because like any invasive procedure there is associated risk beyond those commonly associated with surgeries and need to be actively discussed. Such surgical complications can include immunological concerns (i.e., host rejection), as the bone plug (an immunogenic substance) used to attach the meniscal graft has the potential to cause an immune reaction.11 Further, concerns regarding disease transmission, primarily of Hepatitis C and HIV can occur even when appropriate sterilization procedures have been performed.11 These risks are considered small but must be discussed with the patient prior to intervention.11 Potential complications following MAT...
include detachment of the meniscus or bone plug, meniscal allograft failure, and arthrofibrosis.\cite{11}

Conversely, contraindications include severe degenerative cartilaginous changes, resulting in ulceration and bone exposure. Radiographic evidence of advanced DJD (i.e., osteophyte formation, joint space narrowing, flattening of the femoral condyles) has been demonstrated to be associated with poor results during MAT. Additionally, it has been advised that patients over the age of 50 are not ideal candidates to receive MAT, while other negative prognostic factors include obesity (BMI>35), skeletal immaturity, and systemic diseases (e.g., synovial chondromatosis, inflammatory arthritis, and infection).\cite{11,26-27}

Much of the initial evidence focusing on MAT, like many surgical procedures, has its roots in both cadaveric and animal studies providing limited translation into the active bipedal weight bearing human. However, recent studies have begun to look at the success of these procedures in humans, demonstrating various results both in the short-term and long-term. A study by Noyes and Barber-Westin revealed that 62 of 96 grafts (65\%) were intact 2-years post surgical.\cite{28} Similarly, Verdonk and colleagues demonstrated success rates to be 74.2\% and 69.8\% for medial and lateral MAT respectively, with a mean follow-up of 7.2 years.\cite{29} However, a couple of studies have looked at long-term follow-up (> 10 years) of MAT, reporting conflicting evidence. Wirth and colleagues performed a follow-up (14 years) analysis of an original series, demonstrating that all allograft and articular cartilage underwent degenerative changes.\cite{30} In contrast, Verdonk et al. suggested that MAT has a potential chondroprotective effect at follow-up (minimum 10 years, mean 12.1 years) by demonstrating that there was no joint space narrowing in 52\% of patients.\cite{31} The relatively young field of meniscal transplantation is characterized by a limited body of retrospective cohort literature, suggesting success rates between 12.5-100\%.\cite{26} However, it is important to note that these studies are limited in the capacity that they fail to provide a control group undergoing conservative management following a meniscectomy.\cite{11}

Rehabilitation is an important component in the success of many orthopedic surgeries, but very little research has been conducted on the most appropriate method when dealing with MAT. This has led there to be confusion and a lack of consensus among professionals with regards to tissue loading and progression. Lee and colleagues have suggested a progressive approach to facilitate functional return without compromising the healing tissue.\cite{26} It has been proposed that within two months post-surgery a patient should have the progressive ability to bear weight while achieving full ROM to allow for return to sport in 6-9 months. ROM exercise should begin immediately post-operatively focusing on full extension while limiting flexion to 90 degrees for the first 6-weeks as increased flexion has been associated with elevated stress on the meniscus, particularly at the posterior horn.\cite{32} Further, pivoting and weight bearing should be minimized to prevent compression and shearing of meniscal tissue during the initial stages of rehabilitation.\cite{26} During the first 4-weeks, initial rehabilitation is characterized by progressive closed kinetic chain exercises (i.e. standing toe-touch with full knee extension or passive knee extension) and patellar mobilizations to promote functional tissue loading (Figures 2-4).\cite{26,32} Early open kinetic chain exercises, such as seated leg curl, are not advised. It has been suggested that knee flexion increases activation of the semimembranosus and popliteus cause posterior translation of both the medial and lateral meniscus respectively, potentially dislodging meniscal tissue.\cite{26,32} Recommendations suggest that gentle jogging can begin between 4-6 months, but running is not advised before 6-months post-surgical.\cite{26,32} Finally, return to play is likely to occur between 6-9 months.\cite{26} In the case that concomitant ACL reconstruction occurs, rehabilitation protocol should be modified to address the meniscus...
Meniscal injuries are a common injury among the athletic population, resulting from a non-contact mechanism of injury where rapid acceleration and deceleration in conjunction with twisting causes meniscal tissue to become impinged between the tibia and femur. The menisci serve to dissipate loading, increase joint congruency and aid in lubrication of the femorotibial articulation.²³ It has been well documented in the literature that significant trauma or excision of the menisci are associated with degenerative changes in the knee, suggesting that preservation of the menisci is of crucial importance in the prevention of early DJD. Traditionally, meniscal lesions have been addressed through surgical correction or removal, with less emphasis on conservative management as early surgical repair are associated with better outcomes. However, not all surgical procedures are successful leading to continued symptoms and disability. Meniscal allograft transplants have become a recent surgical innovation in the management of meniscal injuries. This relatively new procedure is characterized by meniscal transplantation using one of four forms of an allograft (cryopreserved, fresh-frozen, fresh, freeze-dried), with most success coming from those using fresh-frozen specimens.¹¹,²⁵ Currently, due to the limited amount of surgeons performing these surgeries worldwide literature regarding the chondroprotective effects is limited, suggesting that this intervention should remain a last resort when patients have continued symptoms. Future research should be focused on the long-term success as well as the chondroprotective effects of meniscal allograft transplants, while addressing rehabilitation protocols that could promote return to function following surgery.
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Conclusion
Meniscal injuries are a common injury among the athletic population, resulting from a non-contact mechanism of injury where rapid acceleration and deceleration in conjunction with twisting causes meniscal tissue to become impinged between the tibia and femur. The menisci serve to dissipate loading, increase joint congruency and aid in lubrication of the femorotibial articulation.²³ It has been well documented in the literature that significant trauma or excision of the menisci are associated with degenerative changes in the knee, suggesting that preservation of the menisci is of crucial importance in the prevention of early DJD. Traditionally, meniscal lesions have been addressed through surgical correction or removal, with less emphasis on conservative management as early surgical repair are associated with better outcomes. However, not all surgical procedures are successful leading to continued symptoms and disability. Meniscal allograft transplants have become a recent surgical innovation in the management of meniscal injuries. This relatively new procedure is characterized by meniscal transplantation using one of four forms of an allograft (cryopreserved, fresh-frozen, fresh, freeze-dried), with most success coming from those using fresh-frozen specimens.¹¹,²⁵ Currently, due to the limited amount of surgeons performing these surgeries worldwide literature regarding the chondroprotective effects is limited, suggesting that this intervention should remain a last resort when patients have continued symptoms. Future research should be focused on the long-term success as well as the chondroprotective effects of meniscal allograft transplants, while addressing rehabilitation protocols that could promote return to function following surgery.
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